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Marvel Zombies
Collects Star Wars (2015) #38-43. The possibility of
the Death Star changed everything. But its
destruction proved that the Empire is not irresistible.
The specter of the devastating weapon brought
together a patchwork cloth of people, united in hope.
And now these rebels continue to fight for a better
tomorrow for a galaxy far, far away! Jedha was left in
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ruins when the Death Star annihilated the Holy City 
now, as Queen Trios forces move in to strip whats
left, the rebels struggle to preserve the planet for its
survivors! With the Leviathan looming, Luke
Skywalker is torn between his allegiance to the
Rebellion and pursuing the path of a Jedi  so who will
lead the charge against the Empire? The echoes of
Rogue One continue to be heard in an all-new
adventure written by Kieron Gillen (DARTH VADER,
DOCTOR APHRA)!

Star Wars: Darth Vader - Dark Lord of
the Sith Vol. 2
Gotham City’s crushing curse is uncovered!
Everything Batman thought he knew about the Wayne
family secret is turned upside down as Azrael and The
Joker usher anarchy into Arkham-and after a final
word with Jack, Harley faces an impossible choice!

Star Wars: The Rise of Kylo Ren
A non-fiction atlas detailing everything you need to
know about the worlds and creatures of the Star Wars
universe. Facts about planets and characters are
woven into complex, brand-new illustrations that will
keep fans busy for hours. A true keepsake for all Star
Wars aficionados and a perfect gift for anytime of the
year!

Star Wars
Two of the biggest titles in comics collide in the first
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crossover of the new Marvel age of Star Wars! When
Darth Vader accidentally finds himself facing off
against the Rebel Fleet on his own, he is sent crashing
onto a nearby planet. Will the Rebels seize this
opportunity to put an end to one of their greatest
enemies - or will they be made to feel the full power
of the Dark Side? The Sith Lord may be down, he isn't
out! All your favorites are here, old and new, good
and evil: Luke! Vader! Leia! Aphra! Han! Threepio,
Artoo, Triple-Zero and BT-1! And, in a hair-raising
battle of the Wookiees, Chewbacca versus Black
Krrsantan! Roooarrgh ur roo! COLLECTING: STAR
WARS: VADER DOWN #1, STAR WARS #13-14, DARTH
VADER #13-15.

Star Wars: Doctor Aphra Vol. 2
Darth Vader's imperious rise continues! As the
Empire's grip on the galaxy tightens, the stirrings of a
rebellion begin in the Mon Cala system. The fearsome
Darth Vader knows that order must be maintained at
all costs - but bringing Mon Cala to heel means finding
the surviving Jedi that foment this unrest. As Vader,
Tarkin and their Inquisitors hunt their targets, the
seas will weep! Meanwhile, Vader discovers a theft and when the thief faces the consequences, Emperor
Palpatine rewards his disciple with a chilling gift!
Seeking the path to destiny, Vader returns to the
place of his greatest defeat. Darkness rises above
Mustafar as Vader's brutal design begins to take
shape - but will the planet's inhabitants stand for this
desecration? And what can they do against the Dark
Lord? COLLECTING: DARTH VADER (2017) 13-25,
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DARTH VADER (2016) ANNUAL 2

Star Wars Vol. 5
What comes next for the Rebels after the events of
Vader Down? Find out as the adventures of Luke
Skywalker and friends continue! The Rebel crew are
en route to a prison base with a very important
captive. But, unlucky for them, they aren't the only
ones with their eyes on this prize! And, in another tale
from the journals of Obi-Wan Kenobi, journey back to
the Jedi's days of exile on Tattooine. Moisture farmer
Owen Lars may have taken in young Luke, but he
refused to let Ben be part of the boy's life. Now,
prepare to discover the reason why! COLLECTING:
STAR WARS ANNUAL 16-19, 15

Star Wars: Doctor Aphra Vol. 4
Simon Spurrier takes the reins as rogue archaeologist
Doctor Aphra jumps to light speed and accelerates
into the next chapter of her life! Aphra is used to
being in way over her head - but this time she's not
alone! Who else is caught up in her latest
misadventure? Let's hope they're friendlyotherwise
Aphra may have finally bitten off more than she can
chew! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: DOCTOR APHRA
15-20

Fangs
Doctor Aphra is behind bars. Again. But this time
she's in Imperial custody, strapped to an explosive
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transmitter synced to a single hubdroid. Take one
step too far? Kablooey! Normally, sitting still wouldn't
be an issue - but what happens when Aphra's captors
send her hubdroid right into the middle of a war zone?
And what's this rumor about the prison being
haunted? Meanwhile, Aphra's got information - and
it's information that the Rebellion wants. But how far
are they willing to go - and who are they willing to
recruit - in order to get it? Surely even our lovable
rogue archaeologist can't fi nd a way to make things
even worse, right? Wrong. Because her current fl
ame, Inspector Tolvan, and her ex, Sana Starros, are
just about to meet. Awkward. COLLECTING: STAR
WARS: DOCTOR APHRA 20-25

Star Wars
Doctor Aphra - worst among equals! On the run from
the law in a massive alien metropolis, Aphra has ten
hours to cross the hostile megacity before the bomb
implanted in her throat explodes. And don't forget the
pack of bounty hunters and crazed cops that are on
her tail. No big deal, right? But there's one more
wrinkle - Aphra can't stray more than a few paces
from her companion without activating the bomb's
proximity alert and blowing both of them up. And that
companion is Triple-Zero, a sadistic murderous droid
who's more interested in Aphra's death than in
playing nice Tune in for a brand-new manic
misadventure starring the galaxy's foremost amoral
archaeologist! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: DOCTOR
APHRA 26-31
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Star Wars Vol. 13
Darth Vader is on the hunt for a mysterious criminal
syndicate operating outside of the Empire's rule. But
little does he know that he too is being targeted - by a
group of the galaxy's deadliest bounty hunters, hired
by the syndicate to take out Vader once and for all!
Led by fallen Imperial Offi cer Beilert Valance, this
ragtag group of assassins will stop at nothing to score
the biggest bounty of their lives. Valance and Dengar
seek out the perfect weapon to kill the Sith Lordwhich
they'll need when Vader turns the tables and corners
them! And both the hunters and the hunted will
uncover dark secrets behind the criminal syndicate
known only as the Hidden Hand! COLLECTING: STAR
WARS: TARGET VADER 1-6

Star Wars Vol. 12
The Corpse Queen Comes. Eskara has lost everything.
The War Eternal has cost her everything she loves,
and the Iron Legion has taken the rest. Yet there is
something that is still hers, something that kept her
warm during her time in the Pit. Anger and a lust for
vengeance. First on the list of those who must pay,
the Emperor of Terrelan. Her friends counsel peace,
but her inner demons push for war, and Eska finds
herself caught in the middle. Will she find a way to
reap her vengeance? Or will the enemies of her past
catch up to her first? One thing is certain. The world
will soon know fear when the Corpse Queen ascends
her throne.
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Star Wars Legends Epic Collection: The
Rebellion Vol. 4
Chocolate, vanilla, existential horror, addiction,
musical fantasythere's a flavor for everyone's
misery. ICE CREAM MAN is a genre-defying comic
book series, featuring disparate "one-shot" tales of
sorrow, wonder, and redemption. Each installment
features its own cast of strange characters, dealing
with their own special sundae of suffering. And on the
periphery of all of them, like the twinkly music of his
colorful truck, is the Ice Cream Man's a weaver of
stories, a purveyor of sweet treats. Friend. Foe. God.
Demon. The man who, with a snap of his
fingerslickety split! can change the course of your
life forever. Written by W. MAXWELL PRINCE (ONE
WEEK IN THE LIBRARY), with art by MARTN MORAZZO
(SNOWFALL, GREAT PACIFIC). Collects ICE CREAM
MAN #1-4

Be More Snoopy
The war against the Empire continues! Months after
the Death Star's destruction, the Rebel Alliance has
begun the fi ght to take apart the Empire piece by
piece. Rebel strategist Jorin Sol has been rescued
from the enemy's clutches - but is he now friend or
foe? And Luke Skywalker's childhood friend, Imperial
Lieutenant Janek "Tank" Sunber, claims he wants to
join the Rebellion - but Princess Leia thinks it's a trap.
Can Luke still trust his old friend? Plus: The cross-time
"Vector" saga continues! Bounty hunter Boba Fett
takes on a series of deadly assignments! Lando
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Calrissian moves to Cloud City - and much more!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: REBELLION (2006) 1-16;
STAR WARS: BOBA FETT - OVERKILL (2006) 1; STAR
WARS: BOBA FETT (1997) 1/2; MATERIAL FROM STAR
WARS: KNIGHTS OF THE OLD REPUBLIC/REBELLION
(2006) 0; STAR WARS TALES (1999) 3, 15, 17, 21

Star Wars
Following her time in the clutches of Darth Vader,
Doctor Aphra has barely escaped with her life. If he
ever learns of her survival, he'll hunt her to the ends
of the galaxy. But for now, it's time for a return to
what she does best. With the droids 0-0-0 and BT-1 in
tow, she's off in search of rare artifacts from the
galactic center to the Outer Rim and everywhere in
between. Aphra's got debts to pay after all. Just as
long as she can stay one step ahead of the Empire,
some Bounty Hunters and just about everyone else in
the galaxy! COLLECTING: STAR WARS: DOCTOR
APHRA 1-6

Batman: Curse of the White Knight
(2019-2020) #6
The original Dark Lord of the Sith stars in his first
ongoing series! Ever since Darth Vader's first onscreen appearance, he has become one of popculture's most popular villains. Now, follow Vader
straight from the ending of A New Hope, (and the
pages of the new Star Wars comic book), into his own
solo adventures- showing the Empire's war with the
Rebel Alliance from the other side! But when a Dark
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Lord needs help, who can he turn to? As Vader
pursues a very personal vengeance against the
Rebels and investigates the Emperor's secret
machinations, he clashes with weapons scavenger
Aphra and deadly Battle Droids, and returns to
Geonosis to build an army. But some very powerful
people don't want him to learn the truths he seeks!
Guest-starring Jabba the Hutt, Boba Fett and more!
Collecting Darth Vader (2015) #16.

Star Wars Vol. 10
100 Marvel comics that built a universe. Which comic
books have helped define Marvel Comics and make
them the pop-culture phenomenon they are today?
Find out in Marvel Greatest Comics, a compelling
showcase of some of the most trailblazing and
inspiring comic books ever created. From the
groundbreaking original Human Torch and his aquatic
adversary Namor, the Sub-Mariner in 1939 to the
game-changing 1960s Super Hero icons such as
Spider-Man, the Avengers, and the Fantastic Four, to
smart modern makeovers in the 21st century like
Guardians of the Galaxy and Squirrel Girl, Marvel have
set the pace. This book's specially curated and
expertly appraised selection is a stunningly illustrated
and insightful assessment of Marvel Comics and its
legacy through the comics that made the company
great. These are the comics that changed the face of
an industry. These are Marvel's greatest comics. ©
2020 MARVEL

From a Certain Point of View: The Empire
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Strikes Back (Star Wars)
Aphra's back with a brand-new plan that's guaranteed
to pay! There's just one teensy problem it involves
surrounding herself with some of the galaxy's biggest
baddies. And they don't like the not-so-good doctor's
tricks! Her mission to make quick credits by
auctioning off an ancient Jedi artifact will start well
and end badly. And that's just when a dark figure
from Aphra's past decides to make an appearance!
Plus, a solo focus on Aphra's Wookiee shadow, Black
Krrsantan! Find out why this beastly bounty hunter is
as frightening as they say and then some!
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: DOCTOR APHRA 9-13,
ANNUAL

Star Wars: Target Vader
Collects Star Wars #26-30. With one member of the
rebel crew captured and imprisoned, we turn once
more to the journals of Ben Kenobi and a legendary
adventure with Jedi MasterYoda!

From Cold Ashes Risen
"Contains material originally published in magazine
form as Star Wars: Doctor Aphra #1-8, Star Wars
#31-32 and Star Wars: The screaming citadel #1."

Star Wars: Doctor Aphra Omnibus Vol. 1
Darth Vader is on the hunt for Luke Skywalker!
Thousands of remote probes are sent into the far
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reaches of space looking for the Rebel Alliance. But
the rebels send out desperate, heroic missions to lead
them astray. Chewie and C-3PO lure a drone to a
planet with an unstable core but learn of a secret
droid civilization. With Star Destroyers and Darth
Vader approaching, they must now protect these
newfound droids. Luke Skywalker undertakes a
mission to lead a drone away from a rebel refueling
station but runs into theForce-sensitive human
Bendoh. With Luke training to be a Jedi, will Bendoh
be a valuable teacher or a simple grifter? Then, Han
Solo and Princess Leia plan to use a drone to take
down a local crime boss, but things get complicated
when they run into Leia's ex! What could possibly go
wrong?! COLLECTING: STAR WARS 68-72

Star Wars: Darth Vader Vol. 2
Marvel Greatest Comics
Keep the blues away with the power of positivity. Is
the world getting you down? Struggling to find the
silver lining to that cloud? Put your best paw forwards
and ask yourself, "What would Snoopy do?" Learn to
be more like the world's most famous beagle.
Embrace joy, champion your friends, lead the way,
and spread happiness wherever you go. With original
comic-strip artwork accompanied by sharp witticisms
and sage advice, Be More Snoopy is the perfect gift
for friends, family, and colleagues who need guidance
on how to make the best of every situation. © 2020
Peanuts Worldwide LLC
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The Goddamned: The Virgin Brides #2
(OF 5)
With Ben Solo's fallcomes Kylo Ren's rise! As the son
of Rebel Alliance heroes Leia Organa and Han Solo, as
well as Jedi knight Luke Skywalker's own nephew and
protégé, Ben Solo has the potential to be a great
force for light in the galaxy. But the Skywalker legacy
casts a long shadow, the currents of the dark side run
deepand Darth Vader's blood runs in Ben's veins.
Voices call from both his past and his future, telling
him who he must be. He will shatter, he will be
reforged, and his destiny will be revealed. Snoke
awaits. The Knights of Ren await. Ben Solo's path to
his true self begins here Collecting: Star Wars: The
Rise Of Kylo Ren (2019) 1-4

Star Wars Adventures: Clone Wars #2
Collects Star Wars (2015) #73-75, Star Wars: Empire
Ascendant (2019) #1. It’s the end of the era of hope!
Rebels and rogues take center stage as this volume of
Marvel’s STAR WARS comes to a close! Who exactly is
Dar Champion, and how far can Leia trust him when
Han’s life is on the line? What shocking lesson will
Luke learn when Warba finally reveals her true self?
When faced with his lost past, can C-3PO seize control
of his destiny — and be the hero of his own story? And
Chewbacca takes on Darth Vader in vicious hand-tohand combat! Meanwhile, the Rebellion’s search for a
new home — a base safe from the reach of the
Empire — leads them to the planet Hoth! Doctor
Aphra and Beilert Valance lend a hand as the
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Rebellion’s fate is set - and the Empire ascends!

Star Wars Vol. 7
To escape a wedded fate worse than death, Sharri
and Jael flee into the thorny wilderness beyond the
secret nunnery that's all they've ever known. But the
brutal Old Mothers of the Mountain, with their stone
spears and bone daggers, aren't about to let the
young brides slip away.

Star Wars: Doctor Aphra Vol. 5
Collects Star Wars: Doctor Aphra #32-36. The
galaxy’s shadiest archaeologist is back doing what
she does best! After a year of close shaves, Doctor
Chelli Aphra is taking it easy and lying low. Probably
herding banthas or something. She’s smart like that,
right? No, not really. She’s back to busting into alien
temples to steal horrifying weapons for huge profit.
She just can’t stop herself. But plenty of other people
could. Powerful factions are watching closely — all
calculating whether Aphra is more useful alive…or
dead. And now, the incorrigible and sticky-fingered
Aphra finds herself at the mercy of the Rebel High
Command. But things are about to get even stickier!
The one thing every galactic treasure hunter knows
for sure: exes never mark the spot! Plus: A trip down
memory lane! Bounty hunters — lots of bounty
hunters! And an old enemy awaits!

Rey and Pals
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After all she's been through, professional disaster
zone DOCTOR APHRA is right back where she started:
working for DARTH VADER. What villainous use has
the dark lord found for her to make him spare the life
of his most annoying foe? And how long does she
have to try to slither out of harm's way before he
decides to finish what he started three years ago?
COLLECTING: Doctor Aphra (2016) 37-40, Star Wars:
Doctor Aphra Annual (2016) 3, material from Star
Wars: Empire Ascendant (2019) 1 (C story

Star Wars Vol. 3
Collects Star Wars (2015) #56-61. You can escape the
horror of the galaxy  but only for a while. In the wake
of disaster, our heroes are on the run from a
resurgent Galactic Empire. Unable to escape the
patrols, they find themselves trapped on a distant
world. But where have they been abandoned? And
how can they possibly survive? While the rebels try to
figure out their situation, romance might be in the air
between Luke Skywalker and Tula  and also between
Han Solo and Princess Leia! But theres little time for
emotions for the stranded rebels  not when
enormous, ravenous monsters are on the loose! And
not when their hideaway turns out to not be so secret
after all and old foes close in!

Star Wars: Doctor Aphra Vol. 3
Collects Star Wars: Doctor Aphra #9-13, Annual #1.
Aphra's back with a brand-new plan that's guaranteed
to pay! There's just one teensy problem it involves
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surrounding herself with some of the galaxy's biggest
baddies. And they don't like the not-so-good doctor's
tricks! Her mission to make quick credits by
auctioning off an ancient Jedi artifact will start well
and end badly. And that's just when a dark figure
from Aphra's past decides to make an appearance!
Plus, a solo focus on Aphra's Wookiee shadow, Black
Krrsantan! Find out why this beastly bounty hunter is
as frightening as they say and then some!

Star Wars
What if Rey hadn't grown up all alone on dusty planet
Jakku, but instead had a galaxy of friends to play
with? New York Times bestselling author of the Darth
Vader and Son series Jeffrey Brown returns to the Star
Wars galaxy with a collection of brand-new
adventures starring young Rey and Kylo, Finn and
Poe, Hux and Phasma, Rose and BB-8—all under the
watch of Luke, General Leia, Han, and Chewie.
Whether it's Kylo trying to use the Force to cheat at
Go Fish, Poe bowling with BB-8, or Rey lifting rocks to
play hide and seek, Jeffrey Brown's charmingly
hilarious vision will delight Star Wars fans of all ages.
© & TM Lucasfilm Ltd. Used Under Authorization

Pearl Vol. 1
Bounty Hunters on the attack--against the Empire!
Vader has a new mission to do for the Empire.
Unfortunately, it's completely at odds with his own
mission. What's a Dark Lord to do? Plus: Who is
Tagge's mysterious new agent? COLLECTING: Darth
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Vader 7-12

Star Wars
Celebrate the legacy of The Empire Strikes Back with
this exciting reimagining of the timeless film featuring
new perspectives from forty acclaimed authors. On
May 21, 1980, Star Wars became a true saga with the
release of The Empire Strikes Back. In honor of the
fortieth anniversary, forty storytellers re-create an
iconic scene from The Empire Strikes Back through
the eyes of a supporting character, from heroes and
villains, to droids and creatures. From a Certain Point
of View features contributions by bestselling authors
and trendsetting artists: • Austin Walker explores the
unlikely partnership of bounty hunters Dengar and
IG-88 as they pursue Han Solo. • Hank Green
chronicles the life of a naturalist caring for tauntauns
on the frozen world of Hoth. • Tracy Deonn delves
into the dark heart of the Dagobah cave where Luke
confronts a terrifying vision. • Martha Wells reveals
the world of the Ugnaught clans who dwell in the
depths of Cloud City. • Mark Oshiro recounts the
wampa's tragic tale of loss and survival. • Seth
Dickinson interrogates the cost of serving a ruthless
empire aboard the bridge of a doomed Imperial
starship. Plus more hilarious, heartbreaking, and
astonishing tales from: Tom Angleberger, Sarwat
Chadda, S.A. Chakraborty, Mike Chen, Adam
Christopher, Katie Cook, Zoraida Córdova, Delilah S.
Dawson, Alexander Freed, Jason Fry, Christie Golden,
Rob Hart, Lydia Kang, Michael Kogge, R. F. Kuang, C.
B. Lee, Mackenzi Lee, John Jackson Miller, Michael
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Moreci, Daniel José Older, Amy Ratcliffe, Beth Revis,
Lilliam Rivera, Cavan Scott, Emily Skrutskie, Karen
Strong, Anne Toole, Catherynne M. Valente, Django
Wexler, Kiersten White, Gary Whitta, Brittany N.
Williams, Charles Yu, Jim Zub All participating authors
have generously forgone any compensation for their
stories. Instead, their proceeds will be donated to First
Book—a leading nonprofit that provides new books,
learning materials, and other essentials to educators
and organizations serving children in need. To further
celebrate the launch of this book and both companies’
longstanding relationships with First Book, Penguin
Random House will donate $100,000 to First Book and
Disney/Lucasfilm will donate 100,000 children’s
books—valued at $1,000,000—to support First Book
and their mission of providing equal access to quality
education.

Star Wars
This exciting weekly series explores a time of great
upheaval in the galaxy—the Clone Wars! While ObiWan Kenobi, Anakin Skywalker, and other Jedi Knights
fight against incredible odds, Commander Cody,
Captain Rex, and other clones, pinned down for the
duration, swap war stories that feature your favorite
characters from The Clone Wars animated series,
such as Padmé Amidala, General Grievous, and many
more!

Star Wars: Doctor Aphra Vol. 7
Every significant Star Wars character, creature,
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location, battle, droid and vehicle: one ultimate
encyclopedia. Packed full of information, stunning
images, and now fully updated to include The Last
Jedi, Solo: A Star Wars Story, Star Wars: Resistance,
plus an exclusive look at The Rise of Skywalker. All
the saga's iconic characters are here, from Darth
Vader to Ponda Baba and Leia to Luminara Unduli.
Amazing vehicles are explored, such as the
Millennium Falcon and Ghost. Extraordinary
technology is explained, including all your favourite
lightsabers, and key events in the epic Star Wars
story are richly unpacked, with behind-the-scenes
insights. Ultimate Star Wars New Edition is the ideal
go-to resource for fans who wish to brush up on their
Star Wars knowledge, and for a new generation of
fans eager to start their journey into a galaxy far, far
away. © & TM 2019 LUCASFILM LTD.

Ice Cream Man Vol. 1: Rainbow Sprinkles
Collects Star Wars: Doctor Aphra (2016) #37-40, Star
Wars: Doctor Aphra Annual (2016) #3 and material
from Star Wars: Empire Ascendant (2019) #1. Right
back where she started! After all she’s been through,
professional disaster zone Doctor Aphra has found
herself once again working for Darth Vader. What
insidious use has the dark lord found for Aphra to
make him spare the life of his most annoying foe? And
how much time does she have to slither out of harm’s
way before he decides to finish what he started all
those years ago? Plus: Aphra is about to face reunions
with her father and her former flame, Captain Magna
Tolvan! And a trip to that wretched hive of scum and
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villainy, Mos Eisley, awaits! But all good things must
end — and when Vader stalks Aphra through the
shadows of an ancient temple, only one of them will
be leaving in one piece.

Star Wars: The Screaming Citadel
Pearl is an exceptional tattoo artistand accidental
assassin for one of the modern-day San Francisco
Yakuza. She was born into one life, but another is
calling to her. This is Pearl Vol. 1, from the Peabody
Award-winning creators of Jessica Jones. When Pearl
accidentally meets one of her peers, her counterpart
from another clan, she starts to dream of a better life.
But Pearl has a very special ability that keeps pulling
her back into the violent world she is desperate to
escape. PEARL is a major series launch from writer
Brian Michael Bendis and artist Michael Gaydos that
features their first brand-new original character since
Jessica Jones. This new title collects issues #1-6.

Star Wars Galactic Atlas
A love story between a vampire and a werewolf by
the creator of the enormously popular Sarah's
Scribbles comics. Vamp is three hundred years old
but in all that time, she has never met her match.
This all changes one night in a bar when she meets a
charming werewolf. FANGS chronicles the humor,
sweetness, and awkwardness of meeting someone
perfectly suited to you but also vastly different.

Star Wars: Age of the Rebellion - Heroes
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Collects STAR WARS: AGE OF REPUBLIC  ANAKIN
SKYWALKER, OBI-WAN KENOBI, PADMÉ AMIDALA and
QUI-GON JINN and material from STAR WARS: AGE OF
REPUBLIC SPECIAL. This is the Age of Star Wars  an
epic series of adventures uniting your favorite
characters from all three trilogies! Join the greatest
heroes of the Old Republic. Witness the moments that
define them, the incredible battles that shaped them
 and their eternal conflict between light and
darkness! Maverick Jedi Knight Qui-Gon Jinn is known
to bend the rules  but a mission gone awry forces
him to confront his conflicting beliefs! Anakin
Skywalker has a chance to strike a devastating blow
to the separatist cause. Will he choose the darker
path or hold true to the Jedi code? Padmé Amidala
sets out on a secret mission! Obi-Wan Kenobi, Master
Jedi, takes on an apprentice. Will his mission
alongside his young Padawan bring them closer
together or sow the seeds that will drive them apart?
Plus: Mace Windu, Captain Rex and Jar Jar Binks!

Star Wars: Doctor Aphra
Writer Greg Pak (WEAPON H and WEAPON X) teams
up with artists Chris Sprouse (BLACK PANTHER) and
more to tell stunning adventures starring the greatest
heroes from the original Star Wars film trilogy. What
exactly did Han and Chewie do with all that reward
money? What harrowing battles did Leia and Lando
fight on the way to infi ltrate Jabba's palace? STAR
WARS: AGE OF REBELLION fills in the gaps between
and complements the fan-favorite, iconic Star Wars
moments, shedding new light on the films' eternal
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conflict between the light and the dark, good and evil.
COLLECTING: STAR WARS: AGE OF REBELLION - HAN
SOLO 1, STAR WARS: AGE OF REBELLION - LANDO
CALRISSIAN 1, STAR WARS: AGE OF REBELLION - LUKE
SKYWALKER 1, STAR WARS: AGE OF REBELLION PRINCESS LEIA 1

Ultimate Star Wars New Edition
A rebel pilot and a rogue archaeologist delve into the
darkest shadows of the galaxy side by side, as Luke
Skywalker reluctantly teams up with Doctor Aphra!
The not-so-good Doctor will make Luke an offer he
can't afford to pass upone that leads him to a very
rare gathering at the heart of the infamous Screaming
Citadel! Will Luke fi nd what he's looking for? Can
Aphra be trusted? Or will they both wind up victims of
the Citadel's queen? And as this unlikely duo steps
right into the lair of one of the most powerful,
reclusive and dangerous women in the galaxy, can
Han and Leia be far behind them? COLLECTING: STAR
WARS: DOCTOR APHRA 7-8, STAR WARS 31-32, STAR
WARS: THE SCREAMING CITADEL 1
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